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ABSTRACT

We implement a DC voltage reference by measuring Stark shifts of cesium Rydberg atoms in a vapor cell. Cesium atoms are excited from the
ground state to the 15s state via a degenerate two-photon transition that provides a narrow, Doppler free line. The 15s state experiences a
scalar, quadratic stark shift, which is used to measure the voltage across a parallel plate capacitor integrated into the vapor cell. We demon-
strate a sensitivity of 82mV/

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz
p

at a bias voltage of 100V. The device could be adapted for even larger voltages by increasing the plate
spacing or using a lower energy state.

Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1116/5.0090892

Recently, Rydberg atoms have been used extensively in the mea-
surement of RF electric field amplitudes by measuring the
Autler–Townes splitting of a resonant RF transition.1 This technique
relates the electric field amplitude to a frequency measurement of the
splitting through fundamental constants. The sensitivity of these RF
E-field devices relies on the large transition dipole moments between
nearby Rydberg states, which scales as n2, where n is the principal
quantum number. For off-resonant RF fields, the energy shift due to
the ac stark effect can be measured.2 In that case, the frequency shift is
proportional to the square of the electric field and the polarizability of
the state, a, which scales as n7.

The same measurement can be performed for a DC field, where
the Stark shift is again proportional to the square of the electric field
(for non-degenerate energy levels) and the polarizability. This has been
done using the same electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT)
excitation and detection technique as for RF measurements3–9 with sen-
sitivities down to 10mV/cm. DC electric field measurements have also
been performed through direct UV excitation and pulsed field ioniza-
tion detection with 20lV/cm sensitivity10 and using entangled
Schrodinger-cat states11 with a sensitivity of 30 (lV/cm)/

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz
p

. A volt-
age measurement can be performed in a similar manner by solving
Laplace’s equation to obtain the relation between the electric field at the
point of measurement and the voltage applied to the electrodes. For an
infinite, parallel plate capacitor, this takes the simple form E ¼ V=d,
where E is the electric field, V is the voltage, and d is the plate spacing.
This is an accurate approximation for a finite, parallel plate capacitor so

long as the ratio of the length of the plates to the spacing is sufficiently
large. If the plate spacing can be accurately measured, for example by
using interferometric techniques, an accurate voltage measurement can
be made.12 Often a voltage reference is needed where stability is more
critical than accuracy. In that case, the plate spacing would only need to
be held constant while the voltage across the plates is controlled to keep
the Stark shift locked to a particular frequency.

Compact optical frequency references using two-photon transi-
tions in atomic vapor cells have been demonstrated13,14 with instabil-
ities down to 4� 10�13=

ffiffiffi
s
p

. Using similar techniques to lock a laser
to a Rydberg energy level Stark shifted by 1GHz (60V/mm for the 15s
state in Cs or 4V/mm for the 30s state) would result in a fractional
uncertainty in the E-field measurement of 10�7 after one second of
averaging (assuming a similar optical frequency instability could be
achieved). This is comparable to the short-term stabilities in the best
zener diode voltage references.15 However, this sort of atomic voltage
reference could operate at a wide range of different output voltages
without the need for resistive or capacitive voltage dividers. In addi-
tion, future atomic devices could have better intrinsic accuracy than
the best zener diodes, which have tolerances16 of 0.05%. Polarizability
values have been measured17 to a part in 105 and the plate spacing
could be determined interferometrically to a part in 106 for a 1mm
plate spacing.

In this work, we apply Rydberg atom electrometry to produce a
sensitive and stable voltage reference. To do so, we measure Stark
shifts of cesium Rydberg atoms inside a vapor cell with internal,
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parallel plate electrodes. The quadratic Stark shift (applicable for non-
degenerate states) is given by

fs ¼
a
2
E2 ¼ a

2
V
d

� �2

: (1)

The choice of which Rydberg state to use is a compromise between
sensitivity, which improves with increasing polarizability, and voltage
range. Higher-lying Rydberg states have level crossings that occur at
lower voltages, resulting in a reduced range of quadratic behavior. We
chose to use the 15s state which has its first level crossing around
1500V/cm and a polarizability of 0.5Hz/(V/m). With our electrode
spacing of 5mm, this gives a voltage range of 750V. The 6s to 15s
two-photon transition has a narrow natural linewidth of 730 kHz.18

Selection rules dictate19 that DF ¼ 0 and DmF ¼ 0, which results in
little sensitivity to magnetic fields since ground and excited states shift
together. Higher angular momentum states, with linear Stark shifts
and larger energy shifts with electric field, could potentially be popu-
lated using a similar excitation scheme if a large electric field provided
enough state mixing to allow a two-photon transition directly to a
high l state from the ground state s level. This idea was not experimen-
tally investigated here.

The energy level diagram with all relevant states is shown in
Fig. 1(a). The two-photon transition from the 6s state to the 15s state
has a wavelength of 656nm. The 6p3=2 level is the nearest intermediate
state with a large detuning of about 100THz, resulting in a low absorp-
tion cross-section. This low absorption cross-section leads to a small
excitation rate and negligible excited state population fraction.
Minimal Rydberg ionization rates are expected due to this small
excited state population and relatively low energy of the 15s state The
atoms radiatively decay out of the 15s state via multiple channels,
producing light spread across a range of wavelengths. In the current

experiment, all fluorescence with wavelengths of 550nm or less is col-
lected and used to determine the population of the excited state.

Figure 1(b) shows a diagram of the experiment. An external cav-
ity diode laser (ECDL) with 20 mW of power injection locks a higher
power (50 mW) laser diode which is amplified to 180 mW by a
tapered amplifier. The linearly polarized optical field propagates
through a reference cell with no electrodes and then through a cell
with internal electrodes before being reflected back along the same
path. This counter-propagating geometry is intrinsically Doppler-free
and atoms in all velocity classes contribute to the fluorescence signal.20

The beam is focused down to a waist size of 35 lm in each cell. Each
cell has a photomultiplier tube (PMT) with a collection lens and short
pass filter at 550 nm in front to capture the fluorescence signal, with a
collection efficiency of about 3%. The electrode cell is shown in
Fig. 1(c). It has internal, stainless steel electrodes (15 � 60mm2) sepa-
rated by 5mm. Internal electrodes are used to avoid shielding effects
due to conductive Cs layers deposited on the walls of the cell21 and to
avoid additional uncertainty in the electric field that would be caused
by the glass dielectric. The electrode cell was held at a temperature of
70 �C while the reference cell was held at 90 �C. The expected transit
time broadening in the electrode cell at this temperature and beam
waist size is 5.7MHz.

Figure 2(a) shows the fluorescence signal versus the frequency of
the laser for various electrode voltages. In these measurements, the
laser was not locked and its drift was accounted for by simultaneously
measuring the fluorescence signal from the reference cell. The peak
from the reference cell was used to align the frequency axis for each
scan at a different voltage. Stark shifts were measured by locking the
pump laser to the fluorescence signal from the electrode cell using
standard FM spectroscopy. The frequency of a beat note between the
locked laser and an optical frequency comb (with a fractional

FIG. 1. (a) Energy level diagram of Cs
and the degenerate two-photon transi-
tion to the 15s state at 656 nm, which
is detuned by about 100 THz from
the nearest intermediate level. (b)
Schematic of experiment. ECDL:
external cavity diode laser, ISO: isola-
tor, HWP: half wave plate, DL: diode
laser, TA: tapered amplifier, SPF:
short pass filter, PMT: photomultiplier
tube, TIA: trans-impedance amplifier.
(c) Drawing of glass-blown Cs vapor
electrode cell with internal, stainless
steel electrodes.
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frequency stability of better than 10�13 at one second) with a 250MHz
repetition rate was measured for various voltages applied across the
internal electrodes. The two beams were overlapped on a fast photodi-
ode and a low pass filter at 100MHz isolated the beat note of interest
which was then measured by a frequency counter. These results are
shown in Fig. 2(b). A quadratic fit resulted in a polarizability measure-
ment of 0:52Hz=ðV=mÞ2 with a statistical uncertainty of about 1%,
which is in perfect agreement with the theoretically calculated
value22,23 of 0:52Hz=ðV=mÞ2. However, because we have not carefully
assessed the systematics in this measurement, we are unable at present
to determine the accuracy of the experimentally determined polariz-
ability value. The residuals of the quadratic fit are also shown in
Fig. 2(b). These deviations from a quadratic are much larger than the
deviations caused by the presence of the energy level crossing at
750 V (calculated by direct diagonalization of the Hamiltonian),
and we do not understand the source of these deviations as of yet.
We observe approximately a 1% deviation from quadratic scaling
at 200 V, which represents a significant limit to the accuracy of the
device. The linewidth at zero field is 5.7MHz while field inhomo-
geneities result in the linewidth broadening (approximately qua-
dratically with bias voltage) to 22MHz at 300 V, as shown in
Fig. 2(b). The linewidth goes quadratically with voltage since the
broadening is due to atoms seeing different electric fields at differ-
ent positions. Since the stark shift goes quadratically with the field,
so too does the difference in stark shifts. The broadened, 22MHz
linewidth observed at 300 V bias could be explained by a 540 V/m
difference in electric field across the spatial extent of the measure-
ment area. The largest spatial dimension of the measurement
region is given by the Rayleigh range of the beam (6mm).

Assuming the gradient is along this dimension results in an esti-
mated fractional field gradient of 1.5%/cm.

The voltage sensitivity (the minimum detectable change in volt-
age at a given integration time) is dependent on the linewidth of the
transition, the signal to noise ratio and the voltage bias. The local slope
of the Stark shift versus voltage grows steeper for increasing voltage
bias, resulting in better sensitivity according to

@fs
@V
¼ aV

d2
: (2)

Figure 3(a) shows the fluorescence signal for both the Stark shifted
electrode cell at 100 V bias and the reference cell. Figure 3(b) dis-
plays the sensitivity of the device out to 6 kHz. This was measured
by applying a 40Hz, 1 V peak-to-peak modulation to the electro-
des in addition to the DC voltage. The 40Hz RMS voltage at the
output of the lock-in was measured and used to scale the noise
power spectral density at the lock-in output into a sensitivity. The
average sensitivity over the 6 kHz bandwidth was 82mV/

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz
p

. On
resonance, the fluorescence power from the electrode cell was
150 fW and the measured noise on this signal was 0.22 fW/

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz
p

,
close to the calculated shot noise of 0.27 fW/

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz
p

. The shot noise
from scattered laser light was comparable to the shot noise from
the fluorescence and the noise floor from stray room light was ten
times lower than the noise from fluorescence and laser scatter. The
tone frequency applied to the electrodes was increased out to
1 kHz with measured sensitivities remaining constant. The ulti-
mate limit of the bandwidth of the device is likely determined by
the linewidth of the transition.

FIG. 2. (a) Fluorescence signal vs laser frequency at various electrode voltages (dashed line shows quadratic fit to peak centers). (b) Stark shift measured using beat note with
frequency comb (left axis) and transition linewidths (right axis). The larger 8 MHz linewidth at 0 V bias appeared to be an anomoly of this particular dataset. Other measure-
ments at 0 V resulted in linewidths closer to 5.7 MHz. The fit to the measured shifts takes the form fs ¼ a1V2 and the fit to the measured widths takes the form
c ¼ a2V2 þ b. Residuals of quadratic fit to measured Stark shifts are shown below.
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Figure 3(c) shows the voltage stability as a function of integration
time. This was measured by again counting the frequency of the beat
note between the optical frequency comb and the laser locked to the
stark shifted resonance with a constant 100V applied across the elec-
trodes. The beat note frequencies were converted to voltage variations
by dividing by the measured slope of the Stark curve [Fig. 2(b)]. As
expected for a shot noise limited system, the sensitivity averages down
at a rate of 1=

ffiffiffi
s
p

for short integration times. Measurements were lim-
ited to 1000 s due to difficulty maintaining laser injection locking.

As it is now, the instrument performs the function of a voltmeter,
but could be made into a true voltage reference by incorporating a tun-
able voltage source in a feedback loop. The beat note described above
would be phase locked to another local oscillator by feeding back to
the voltage across the electrodes. The Stark shift could also be mea-
sured using a single laser and acousto-optic modulator (AOM) instead
of using an optical frequency comb. The laser would be split with the
AOM, one beam locked to the reference cell and the other locked to
the electrode cell. The AOM frequency would directly readout the
Stark shift.

The 82mV/
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz
p

sensitivity could be improved by increasing the
beam waist to reduce transit time broadening while also increasing the
laser power. For example, the cell could be placed within a build-up
cavity,24 increasing the power by a factor of 20 or more and therefore
the fluorescence signal strength by a factor of 400 or more (assuming
the same beam waist). Field inhomogeneities could be reduced
through more careful electrode construction to reduce broadening at

larger bias voltages. In the glass blown cell, we suspect that field inho-
mogeneities are primarily due to manufacturing defects because of vis-
ible irregularities in the electrode surfaces and measured, relative tilt
between the two electrodes. Surface patch charges are thought to be a
smaller effect since the atoms are largely shielded from the glass walls
by the electrodes. We also expect less photoionization due to the lower
energy 656nm photons, than has been reported in other studies.8 We
plan to fabricate microelectromechanical systems (MEMs) based
vapor cells with integrated electrodes that could be made with more
precise dimensional tolerances.12 With these improvements, parts per
million uncertainties could be achieved on 100V after one second of
averaging. Sources of drift include light shifts due to laser power fluc-
tuations and changes in the electrode spacing due to temperature fluc-
tuations of the cell. Achieving ppm voltage uncertainty at 100V would
require laser amplitude stabilization to better than 0.1% due to the
large light shift (estimated at 90 kHz) at full intensity (180 mW across
a 35 lm waist). The fractional uncertainty in the voltage is directly
proportional to the fractional uncertainty in the plate spacing, which is
determined by the thermal expansion coefficient and variations in cell
temperature. To achieve ppm level voltage stabilities with glass as the
material between the electrodes would require temperature stabiliza-
tion of 0.25 �C if no active measurement of the plate separation were
implemented. In situ interferometric measurements of the plate spac-
ing with a known wavelength could improve the stability further and
enable an accurate voltage determination to the extent that the atomic
polarizability is known.

FIG. 3. (a) Fluorescence signal from electrode cell (A) and reference cell (B) at 100 V. 100 scans were averaged together for this plot. (b) Measured sensitivity of the voltage
reference. The signal at 40 Hz is due to the 1 Vp�p voltage applied to the electrodes. (c) Voltage Allan deviation as a function of averaging time with 100 V bias (error bars rep-
resent 68% confidence intervals).
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We predict that short-term stabilities of future Rydberg atom
voltmeters could be comparable to the best commercial high voltage
references based on solid state references. With more accurate deter-
minations of polarizability values and by incorporating plate spacing
measurements into the device, built-in accuracies of a part in 105 could
also be achieved in future devices.
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